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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This dissertation has explored the territorial and technological strategies employed by

companies, workers, and governments to alter the economic terrain in the pursuit of

accumulation within their respective circuits of capital. Specifically, it has traced the

evolution and impact of intermodalism over the twentieth century on the spatial and

organizational structure of freight transportation in the U.S. with respect to global

shipping companies, longshoremen, and port authorities in the hope of offering port

authorities strategies that will help them avoid the destructive impacts of incentive

competition. Here I will summarize those findings, make policy recommendations,

and offer some concluding remarks.

9.1 Summary of findings

Tensions in the shipping industry were generated originally between employers and

workers. Though workers often organized around highly localized sites, shipping

companies could readily avoid work actions by moving their freight through nearby

facilities. Organized labor’s ability to control the labor market at a single mechanical
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break in the flow of freight proved insufficient for attaining longshoremen’s goal of

living wages and job security. To counter shipping companies’ power, longshoremen

had to scale up their territorial monopoly from single piers or ports to entire port

ranges. They were subsequently able to make significant gains toward rationalizing

the workplace and establishing job security.

To counter these advances and to reduce turnaround time in port, shipping com-

panies pursued the technological solution of a system for packing goods outside the

longshoremen-controlled ports in large, standardized containers that could be hoisted

by crane from trucks or railcars to ships’ holds and vice versa. The success of this

second-order system for moving freight had three unintentional but interrelated ef-

fects. First, the economic terrain shifted as stages of transportation moved inland

away from ports. Second, the large investment required to take advantage of con-

tainer shipping’s inherent economies of scale and intermodalism’s global reach en-

couraged the concentration of capital through mergers, acquisitions, and alliances.

Third, the resulting logistics firms developed the capacity to serve a given product

market area from a number of ports. Though ports had previously enjoyed a virtual

territorial monopoly of the product market area that consisted of their hinterlands,

logistics firms’ adoption of intermodalism expanded the area of effective production

for transportation services to a given port’s product market area. The consequent un-

dermining of port authority’s territorial monopolies over their product market areas

compelled them to compete through massive subsidies to attract the flows of capital

generated by the scarce large alliances or firms.

The competition in 1998–1999 between Halifax, Baltimore, and New York-New

Jersey illustrated the destructive effects of such competition. First, it showed that

Maersk and Sea-Land were still attracted to the product market area immediately

accessible from the terminals in New York and New Jersey and that subsidizing them
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to stay was a waste of regional resources for the goal of job creation. Second, port

authorities with access to government funds and broader political mandates, particu-

larly Baltimore, were able to marshall significant resources. Third, fragmentation of

labor by local interests led to diminished working conditions, even for the losing port.

Regression analysis demonstrated that the supposed pay-off of job creation and

industrial support for success in subsidy competition is no longer defensible. First,

intermodal efficiencies have shifted the locus of job generation in freight transportation

away from ports to inland warehouse districts. Second, the mechanization of freight

movement has steadily eroded employment outside of warehousing, a trend that is

likely to continue as terminals become fully automated in the future. Third, the jobs

that are created tend to pay exploitative wages to the non-unionized and, in trucking,

can be positively dangerous to truck drivers and others on U.S. highways. Finally,

there is no evidence that increasing port traffic has any impact on the location of

employment in sectors outside of transportation either. That is, intermodalism has

so reduced the costs of transportation that firms no longer weight transportation costs

as highly in their location decisions.

9.2 Ongoing relevance

Though the dissertation focuses on an incident now more than a decade in the past, the

findings are becoming increasingly more relevant. Most immediately, the PANYNJ

is now moving forward to raise the Bayonne Bridge to allow larger ships to pass

under. Also, the PANYNJ’s lease with Maersk and Sea-Land is already a third done.

Renegotiation talks are already on a distant horizon. But contracts continue to expire

and to be renegotiated at ports throughout the world. Such opportunities allow global

shipping companies to continue to demand incentives that come at the cost of local
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taxpayers and users.

Second, in the U.S., the continental dynamic in interport competition is growing.

A recent article in the Los Angeles Times (White 2010) reports that the once dominant

ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach can no longer take their territorial monopolies

for granted. “The days of Los Angeles and Long Beach being the one big river

for trade, with just trickles for everyone else, are over. Now you have as many as

seven contenders vying for the same business, and each one of them has big plans”

(White 2010, Asaf Ashar quoted in). Retailers’ “four corners” strategy of shipping

goods flexibly through ports on the West Coast, the Gulf Coast, the East Coast, and

Canada has continued to weaken port authorities relative to shippers and shipping

companies. And the scheduled widening of the Panama Canal in 2014 will increase

the range of post-Panamax ships, further increasing interport competition.

9.3 Policy recommendations

So what should port authorities do? Reflecting on the Maersk and Sea-Land nego-

tiations, which took place under her tenure as Director of Port Commerce for the

PANYNJ, Lillian Borrone 1999 laid out three basic options available to the port in-

dustry to respond to the growing power of global shipping companies. First, ports

can consolidate among themselves. Second, they can form alliances. And third,

they can share information. The evidence presented in this dissertation suggests that

national—if not continental—level consolidation would be the most effective option.

Borrone offers information sharing as a near term, interim policy, suggesting that

the American Association of Port Authorities or the International Association of

Ports and Harbors could develop a database on market conditions available to all

ports and could train port executives in negotiation skills. This would be in keeping
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with recommendations made by LeRoy (2007) in Markusen (2007) for “sunshine” in

addressing interurban competition. By this, he means public disclosure of company-

specific subsidy amounts and terms. Enhancing transparency through information

sharing is intended to solve the problem of asymmetric information in which the

companies are aware of what localities are offering while the localities remain ignorant

of each others’ offers, which shifts bargaining advantage in favor of the companies

(cf. Klosterman 2003). True to her word, Borrone established such an association

for sharing rate and contract information during the Maersk and Sea-Land bidding

process and received anti-trust immunity from the Federal Maritime Commission to

do so (Brennan 1998e). It is not clear that such information-sharing arrangements

have been effective, however. The presence of the organization certainly did little

or nothing to forestall competitive bidding between the Port of Baltimore and the

PANYNJ. Similarly, archival research into the minutes of the longstanding North

Atlantic Ports Association (1999)(NAPA) revealed little of substance with regard to

information sharing activities beyond some broad discussion of trends. Despite stating

that one of the organization’s purposes was the “exchange of ideas and information on

all port activities,” NAPA does not appear to have exchanged much. These activities

may have remained informal so as to keep them off the record, they may not have been

deemed appropriate for the minutes, or perhaps ports are more niggardly with such

information than Borrone’s optimism would suggest. Therefore, this route appears

to be of limited value and unlikely to overcome the negative impacts of competition,

though it is probably an inevitable first step toward anything more substantive.

A stronger form of association would be the formation of alliances among ports.

These would mimic the carrier alliances in which two or more carriers rationalize

freight movements by sharing container slots on each others’ ships as well as termi-

nal operations. In the port context, it could entail ports collectively bargaining with
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carriers for the provision of terminal operations in which cargo would be distributed

among ports through capacity-sharing arrangements. This is effectively a horizontal

integration across providers of similar services. This approach faces two challenges.

The first is certainly not insurmountable, but it adds to the complexity of such ar-

rangements. The potentially different administrative and institutional structures of

the ports that might participate in an alliance would greatly complicate allocation of

costs and benefits. Since some ports operate their own terminals (operating ports)

while others simply rent out their terminals (landlord ports), formulae would have to

be worked out for the allocation of costs and benefits between port authorities and

terminal operators. Additional complexity would be generated by the institutional

differences, as some port authorities are part of local or state governments while oth-

ers are independent. To this end, it may be suggested that a horizontal alliance of

terminal operators would be a more appropriate solution. The advantages to this are

evident in the recent growth of global terminal operators, like Dubai Ports World and

PSA International (formerly Port of Singapore Authority) (Heaver, Meersman, and

de Voorde 2005). However, alliances among terminal operators would simply shift

even more bargaining power away from port authorities, since the allied terminal op-

erators would more than likely be working with large shipping companies and thus

would be able to threaten to leave, much as Maersk and Sea-Land did.

The second problem is more serious. Alliances, unless established across a port

range or nationally, would fail to overcome the problems they are striving to address:

competition. As the global shipping alliances have demonstrated, the formation of one

alliance leads to the formation of competing alliances. Thus, the possibility is all too

real that one port alliance or port will seek to underbid another, much as Baltimore

underbid New York and New Jersey, and that the cycle of destructive competition

would begin anew. Lacking a territorial monopoly over the area of effective production
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for port services, alliances would still be subject to competitive pressures. The lack of

a territorial monopoly distinguishes the present situation of ports from the PANYNJ’s

successful effort to break the airlines’ monopoly in the late 1940s. In many respects,

the position of airport operators in the 1940s resembles that of ports today. According

to Doig (2001), the airlines had negotiated highly favorable contracts with airports

by playing one off against the other when the two locations could serve the same

market, including Newark and New York. As contracts were being renegotiated in

the late 1940s, the airlines continued to demand contracts that charged them less

than cost to land. In response, the PANYNJ coupled a national effort to build a

coalition of airport authorities with a local effort to unify PANYNJ commissioners,

politicians, and the public in opposition to making concessions on the newly completed

Idlewild Airport (now JFK Airport). Though the coalition played an important role in

sharing information that led to the realization that some operators had negotiated self-

sustaining contracts and to the development of best practices, the airline monopolies

were not broken by the coalition. They were broken by the PANYNJ’s territorial

monopoly over the product market area for airline passengers. In the time since

the first concessionary leases were established by setting Newark and New York in

competition for the airlines, the PANYNJ had been given responsibility for both

airports. Therefore, if the airlines wanted to serve the New York metropolitan region,

they had to make a deal with the PANYNJ. By building a unified local front in favor

of self-sustaining airports, the PANYNJ was able to use its territorial monopoly to

overcome the airlines’ monopoly.

An alternative form of alliance that relies on vertical integration has been proposed

by Notteboom and Rodrigue (2005) and others. They suggest that ports should build

alliances with their inland freight transportation service providers, like railroads, dis-

tribution centers, and trucking firms. While horizontal alliances attempt to cut across
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supply chains, vertical alliances strive to strengthen the competitiveness of specific

supply chains. At present, this “port cluster” strategy, which strives to mitigate issues

through consensus, may well be the easiest route forward and would surely generate

some competitive advantage. And such policies are being pursued by some ports

and argued as the best approach for others. The PANYNJ has signed a memoran-

dum of understanding with the Panama Canal Authority and has experimented with

a barge network stretching from Philadelphia to Albany to New London. However,

such alliances clearly fail to establish a sufficient territorial monopoly capable of coun-

tering shipping companies’ power. They are simply a new strategy in a destructive

competition.

Borrone’s third option is port consolidation, which would permit a proper ratio-

nalization of freight across ports. Port consolidation is effectively the merger of ports

into a single, larger entity. Borrone (1999) suggests that a number of ports have al-

ready done so, such as the Delaware River Ports, Houston and Galveston in the late

1990s, and the consolidation of ports of Hampton Roads, Virginia in 1982. The clas-

sic example of port consolidation is the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey

itself. As discussed in Section 5.2, the PANYNJ was originally formed—as were many

others—to rationalize regional transportation in the face of railroads’ intransigence

and power. This highly effective consolidation established a territorial monopoly over

regional freight transportation that permitted it to counter railroads’ opposition to

sharing track and terminal facilities and proved highly effective in reducing conges-

tion, particularly in Manhattan and on the Hudson. These are precisely the issues

facing ports today. Carriers are using their geographical mobility and size to shape

the structure of the port system, and the result is highway and rail congestion in

many of the nation’s most populated regions.

Port consolidation today would have the positive impact of guiding discretionary
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cargo through less congested ports and regions, would have the potential of encourag-

ing economic development by increasing cargo through ports in struggling cities, and

would ensure that private freight transportation providers cover the expenses of their

own operations. In bundling the costs and benefits of port operations across all ports,

a consolidated port system would be able to limit cargo in highly congested regions

to locally destined goods and still enjoy profits from the shipment of discretionary

cargo through ports with excess capacity. This would benefit the congested region by

reducing traffic congestion and improving environmental conditions, and peripheral

ports with excess capacity would benefit from limited job creation. A consolidated

port system would also possess a territorial monopoly over the port services, like the

ILWU established, that would allow it to bargain effectively with global carriers and

make certain that local taxpayers and users are not bearing the cost of guaranteeing

private sector profits. Since any benefits to government investment in activities like

dredging, terminal construction, and intermodal connections now benefit the national

economy rather than the regional economy, a consolidated port system could subsidize

these activities if it believed they would help the nation compete with other countries.

The funding could then be derived from user fees distributed across all port users or

would give the consolidated port authority greater claim on funds from the national

treasury.

Consolidation would ideally take place at the continental level, including all ports

of the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and possibly the Caribbean, but it would still remain

highly effective at the national or port range scale. As this study has shown, Cana-

dian ports are in competition with U.S. ports. The same is true of Mexican and

Caribbean ports, though the Caribbean ports also often serve the additional function

of providing hemispheric transshipment points for North, Central, and South Amer-

ican freight. This is because global carriers are strategizing at the continental level
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and freight can flow cost-effectively from most ports to any region of the continent

(Notteboom and Rodrigue 2005, 175). However, because the greatest population

concentrations function as the product market area for freight transportation and the

highest concentrations are coastal, an argument can be made that a coastwide, port

range consolidation would also have some potential to mute the power of the global

carriers.

Such a plan obviously faces serious obstacles. In addition to transnational legisla-

tive issues, there are more fundamental coordination challenges. If ports are unable

even to share information, how would they ever be able to consolidate? This challenge

suggests two routes forward. The first is patience and persistence in starting from

the ground up with information sharing, as Borrone suggested. Sustained efforts here

may help port authorities overcome their regional pride and develop trust and a com-

mon vision with their compatriots that could lead to increasing levels of cooperation.

After all, it did take the ILWU several decades to build its territorial monopoly. The

second option is a federally led effort, at least for the U.S. Outright nationalization

or federal mandate is probably constitutionally out of the question due to the lim-

itation of federal jurisdiction to navigable waters. However, the federal government

could develop a framework and enabling legislation to facilitate consolidation while

negotiating with and mediating between ports to encourage voluntary participation.

Even small steps toward port consolidation should encourage other ports to either

join or form their own alliances, which would still be a step toward countering global

shipping companies’ powers.
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9.4 Planning implications

This dissertation’s findings and their suggestions for port authorities offer at least

three implications for planning. First, economic development planners in areas that

fall within the band of reconcentrated warehousing activity should engage warehous-

ing as a development opportunity. Not only does warehousing offer opportunities for

direct employment—albeit with concerns about job quality—but it could also lead to

more sophisticated jobs through the development of backward linkages. As discussed

in Chapter 6, some producers are relocating final production steps near their distri-

bution centers in their goods’ final markets. Thus, by capturing distribution centers,

an inland town or municipality also has the potential to draw these final production

steps and their accompanying jobs.

Second, planners in port regions need to rethink the role of their waterfronts and

ports. While there has been much discussion and reflection on the reuse of declin-

ing waterfronts (e.g., Brown 2008; Fainstein 2001), these considerations ought to be

redirected even to active waterfronts. I have shown that port region planners can

no longer depend on port activities to generate local employment either directly or

indirectly. If interport competition undermines ports’ ability to be self-sustaining

and leads to the consumption of local resources without generating sufficient employ-

ment to justify the costs, these municipalities should consider other potential uses for

waterfronts currently used for port activities. That is to say, port activities should

be weighed against other income- and job-generating activities in determining future

waterfront land uses.

Doing so would have two effects that suggest new activities for port region plan-

ners. The first effect would be to support port authorities in negotiations with ter-

minal operators and shipping companies by expanding the options available to port
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authorities, thereby reducing their dependence on terminal operators for revenue.

This should pressure the terminal operators to offer better terms. The second effect

would be to draw additional funding and support from the federal government for

ports it deems vital to national economic growth. Since local residents and users now

subsidize ports that serve the nation as a whole without being compensated for their

costs, threatening to repurpose waterfront for non-port uses should provide impetus

for the federal government to take a more active role in funding critical transportation

infrastructure. Thus, port region planners should work to communicate this possibil-

ity to federal policy makers and work with those policy makers to establish a federal

framework of support for port infrastructure, which should follow the recommenda-

tions made above.

9.5 Concluding thought

Charles Horton Cooley demonstrated that transportation as a mechanical force is

in a dialectical relation with the social forces that develop it as a tool to achieve

their goals. This dissertation has shown how government organizations, labor or-

ganizations, and economic organizations have employed territorial and technological

strategies to shape the mechanical processes and physical location of transportation

to accumulate capital within their respective circuits and how these changes have in

turn influenced the strategies of the organizations themselves. Technological strate-

gies like containerization can be employed under the capitalistic logic of power to

overcome territorial strategies by transforming the economic terrain underneath es-

tablished territories and redirecting the circulation of capital. Such transformations

call for corresponding territorial responses. The primary focus of spatial strategies in

the face of increased global competition in a “regional world” has been on vertically
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integrating translocal production networks into competing commodity chains. Here,

we have explored the possibility of horizontally integrating by building territorial mo-

nopolies over the area of effective production. As economic organizations grow to a

scale that overwhelms the power of existing territories, those territories, too, must

scale up to escape exploitative relations with capital.


